
 
 

NEW THEATRE EXPANSION FACT SHEET 
 

The Mary D. Fisher Theatre has truly become the “Cultural Heart of Sedona” since its opening. 

Our success offers a new opportunity to create a second, smaller theatre allowing us the 

flexibility for additional independent film and live entertainment options. The new venue, 

adjacent to the Mary D. Fisher Theatre, will allow our members and supporters additional films 

to enjoy in a location they have come to know and love.  

 

Working with the ownership of the Sedona Center, we have developed a unique long-term 

agreement for the new adjacent theatre and expanded concession and gathering space.  

 

Expanding our current location to two adjacent theaters will provide several advantages, both 

financially and artistically. These include: 

 

1. OPEN MORE FILMS. This gives us the flexibility to open more films each week. The 

anticipated popularity of each film would determine which theater to use. Plus, it allows us the 

flexibility to switch venues if one film is performing more successfully than anticipated. 

 

2. HOLD OVER FILMS. We will be able to continue showing films that have been performing 

well for us. We will move them into the smaller venue for subsequent runs, without losing the 

chance for the business that comes with each new film. 

 

3. SECURE IMPORTANT FILMS EARLIER IN THEIR RUN. With two screens, we will be able to 

acquire some bigger films earlier in their runs. 

 

4. OFFER MORE SCREENINGS OF OUR ONE-OFF EVENTS. Having two theaters allows us to offer 

our one-night events or theatrical productions more often, without giving up the screen space 

of our anchor films. 

 

5. INCREASE FLEXIBILITY. Having two different theatre sizes allows us to place "smaller" 

audiences and events in the smaller venue and put the more popular events in the bigger 

house. 

 

 



 

 

6. COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT. Community not-for-profit organizations will also be able to 

utilize the new space for programming and outreach, while we can still host films and events in 

the other theatre. 

 

7. HOST "THEMED" EVENTS AND RETROSPECTIVES. Having two screens allows us to become 

more creative in designing themed events, while still presenting our regularly scheduled films 

and programs. The sky is the limit, and we can have a lot of fun getting creative. 

 

8. HOST MORE BROADWAY/WEST END LONDON MUSICAL EVENTS AND EVEN MORE 

ALTERNATIVE CONTENT PROGRAMMING. We have numerous options for additional 

entertainment but just don't have the space for them with one theatre. 

 

9. MORE LIVE SHOWS. The flexibility of having a second theatre will allow us to schedule more 

live shows, concerts and small productions. The second theatre will also feature a small stage to 

offer more options for local musicians, theatre groups and touring ensembles. 

 

UPDATES TO MARY D. FISHER THEATRE 
This campaign allows us to update our treasured Mary D. Fisher Theatre and build on the 

incredible history we have established.  This includes replace existing ten-year-old projection 

and technical equipment with the latest technology.  

 

AT FESTIVAL TIME … 
We will be right in the heart of festival activity in our current location! If we have two screens of 

our own, we will save money on the substantial rental fees we pay at other locations. 

 

EXPANDED CONCESSION STAND AND WINE BAR 
And just wait until you see our re-imagined and re-designed Concession Stand and Wine Bar! 

Our current concession stand will be expanded, allowing flow into the patio courtyard. We will 

enhance our offerings to include a wider selection of small food items as well as expanding our 

wine offerings, creating a larger space where people will want to gather before and after films 

and events. 

 

 

 

 


